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We propose the development of a Global Sustainability Research Institute at the
Shougang Factory Site. Our plan responds to the many features at the Shougang
site—its location on Beijing’s east/west axis, the dramatic vertical landscape of
manufacturing buildings, the height of Shijingshan Mountain and the presence of the
historic Yong Ding River. We propose a rich mix of uses from research and
development to testing and manufacturing, and an urban mix of housing and
commercial facilities to support the Institute and its neighbors.
ۻओӍ֬׀۹ᇜาᆟƗҭߊᄤ൵ۘϳబ֬ޱӓᆽഏࢀ৲၉۸ྦ֬ढ़Ԃ࿊نᅡ
ကࣵჺ౼è൵ۘ໑Сࣟױ།ᇧན֬ࣗؑƗսਏ܄၃ၓհࢀܙਛ֬ڽڅՃᆷࣦܻƗႡ
Ⴜ്ࣦދႬޑႲࣹ֬৬ൕߋ࠙וè֬ҭߊࠕႯ܆֬׀ࠈލƗჺ౼܆
ഏЎচ՝က֥نမࠪᇌᄶ֬۹۸ߓࢲƗӳ൮܆ഏᄼۉݫउህçഌ၃ְ۹३࡞ၢ
ᆭӱჺ౼ދᇢяധ౼֬نᅡè

The Institute will position China at the center of an international movement toward
HQHUJ\HI¿FLHQF\DOWHUQDWLYHHQHUJ\ZDWHUFRQVHUYDWLRQSUDFWLFHVDQG
transportation innovations. Throughout the Institute, housing and commercial uses
mix with historic structures adapted to new and sustainable uses, creating an
array of educational experiences for visitors. A campus area features satellite
facilities from leading universities in China and abroad.
ᆊ၉ကࣵᇖྖࢃൗᇖݚᄤჾཹçሮჾྔ۾çඪሮჾГ߀৭Ⴏދ༩Ծྔְ١
თࢫࡄݚèကࣵࠖܙçህᅔçഌ၃֬ࠈލƗၢࠪ܄ؚ၃ၓհ֬ᇞྔ৭ႯƗ߽ເಭ
܉၉ᇜྔ֬ࢤჩ฿မèҭߊೖݚۋୄບְۡᄄཱུᄤՕࢀ৲ཱུٺ౼Ɨ՝ൠढ़
Ԃ࿊نᅡ֬ကࣵè
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HOUSING, RESEARCH CLUSTERS and MANUFACTURING

CIRCULATION

Institute clusters will include research and development, and the site will also re-use
former Shougang buildings for manufacturing and testing of new green building and
other products. Clusters will be arranged throughout the site to maximize overlap
ping interests and manufacturing needs.

GREEN BELT

PEDESTRIAN PATHWAYS

WETLANDS
Historic steel manufacturing structures—furnaces, pipes, and other infrastructure—
are preserved in a wide “green belt” that stretches in a wide swath along the north
ern half of the site. The green belt becomes a dynamic community meeting space,
meant for recreation, education and peaceful contemplation. A network of pedestriDQVFDOHJUHHQDUHDVLQFOXGLQJVSRUWV¿HOGVDQGVPDOOVFDOHXUEDQDJULFXOWXUHSUR
vide east-west access throughout the site for pedestrians and bicycles.
၉๏نჾ്ࣦ֬õւöᄤ݆֬ߊᇖႵСᇇହဃബƗ൵ۘ֬۹৬ൕܙሄ
༅ḩḩۡçܼནދఊനേЫГհᄤւᇖèւເധ౼ັçვৈçࢤჩ܉၉
۸ࠊᄈ֬३࡞Ɨ൏၀මཟᆇ਼֬׀è၉༩ਠ֬ҋྡྷ׀çᄕӍçཱིྟୱ้ç٫
ࠖӡ֨ྠӵਛႵױᇇ།֬֨Ɨࢃӳ൮ഺࠊދಭಜႋ್ؔ׀è

The central green belt also connects the historic Shijingshan Mountain, where ruins
of Ming and Qing period temples are located, along with a traditional Chinese-style
pavilion at the top of the mountain, offering more dramatic views of the site. Educa
tional programs and events related to the historic structures will be included in the
site’s program.
്ࣦւ֬ఖƗഏႡႼᇠئ৬ൕၓࠝƗЎচଃ౩֬ૹၢࠪᇖݚԵྠ൛֬
ขƗເܻᆣ۸Ӎ׀܉ਛฆ֬൱ှè܆֬ؔ׀ؚҭߊ၀Ўচؚսᇠ֬ढ़
Ԃ࿊نᅡࢤჩދ৬ൕࢤჩè

:HWODQGVERUGHUWKHZHVWHUQHGJHRIWKHVLWHZKLFK¿OWHUVWRUPZDWHUDQGSURYLGH
rich habitat for wildlife. Wetlands are publicly available via access points along the
river’s edge, and can be enjoyed via a pedestrian/bike walkway that runs the length
of the site. The wetland landscape also reaches into the site at the western edge,
framing a courtyard-type of plaza.
ᄤӍ׀།ҍဈႬޑޑԼࢀܙਛནྠ֬ൈ׀༩Ɨເ֬ؔ׀ഺฆ߲ڶ܉๏ࡸè
൏ൈ׀ቛເᇞး֬ܒ܋३࡞ݝೖࢲۋთӳ൮ৼࢫƗ٫ࠖӡ֨თࢲཔৼƗѰ
݁Գᆣ۸ൈ׀èൈ׀༩ᄤؔ׀ᇖҍསױဃബƗთױ།ᇧནཔৼè

Rendering of green belt near Furnace 4

Example urban greenways
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SITE DETAILS ᆾњ
Total number of housing units: 18,540
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Convention Center: 23,690 square meters
Manufacturing: 371,612 square meters
Commercial/office/retail: 1,100,000 square meters

Area east of green belt: 20,625 persons
Area west of green belt: 9,750
Southern half of site: 20,650

Area east of green belt: 7,800 units
Area west of green belt: 3,540
Southern half of site: 7,200




Commercial: ഌ၃

Total population: 50,985
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SITE PERSPECTIVES
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BLAST FURNACE / EXHIBITION SPACE / VIEWPOINT

PERSPECTIVE FACING NORTH

PLAN OF SECOND FLOOR, FURNACE 4H

PLAN

Furnace 4, at the center of the green belt, is re-imagined as a dynamic Visitor
Center, Exhibition Hall, and viewpoint. Spiraling walkways carry the visitor past
exhibitions to the top of the furnace structure, to see panoramic views of the
mountain, Institute and green area. Exhibition pavilions from Institute members,
showcasing sustainability practices, are featured throughout the green belt.

໑ւᇖྖ֬වۡރЫڵეႺॡᇖྖ֬ྔ܆Ɨ൏ࡠकᅡলçܻࣦ܆èஔ࿏
ؾഏ֬ҋྡྷ֨ᄤᅡ൜܄၃৬ൕ֬൏ႋ֤Ⴚॡҋ್ۡ֬Ɨᆊৡເܻै്ࣦç
ကࣵࠖދܙւ܉ਛ١໑֬൱࢟èւᇖ൏നࡀਛ۹ကࣵӵݛᅡ൜֬३࡞è
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TRANSIT HUB ൾ୮
Beijing’s main east/west axis road leads the visitor to the historic Shougang
entrance and beneath an enormous former gas tank, now the landmark of the site’s
major transportation hub. Visitors can enjoy site and riverfront views from atop the
gas tank. Transportation throughout the site emphasizes alternatives to private
automobiles and includes anchor points at the two Beijing subway stops on the site.
A site-wide tram system sited connects all areas of the site to a tram stop within a
ten-minute walk.

Сࣟ֬ױ།ᇧནဃബԳݝ൵ۘ֬սƗᇛᆿ၉۸औս֬ఞܾఴèᆊ۸ᅂࣣᇞး֬
܄၃നേཊᄤЫۆᄶເྔ֬׀њƗ၀݆ߊ֬ൾ୮èֿܾთСࣟ׀๔པࢫè
ᄤܾಭᄼढ़ၢܻႬྔދޑ൵ۘࠪСࣟ།ҍ֬ӳ൮३࡞è൏Ɨ၀༗ຳᆊ
ৡບҍඹႼ܄कދӍ׀ୄҍܒ܋܄क֬ሎߗè৭Ⴏ൵ۘჷႼ๔༩֬
Ⴜӡ݁Գᆣ۸Ӎ׀ƗѰᄤՕ߿ऑƗٺҊؔ׀۹֬ᅦൗಭढ़ၢᄤൌٺᇙ֬
ҋྡྷ൏࡞ୄ֥չ۹è
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